Western dietary pattern interaction with APOC3 polymorphism in the risk of metabolic syndrome: Tehran Lipid and Glucose Study.
Gene-dietary pattern interactions may contribute to the determination of a susceptibility to metabolic syndrome (MetS). The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential interactions of dietary patterns with the common genetic variant of APOC3 in relation to MetS in adults. In this individual matched nested case-control study, 755 MetS subjects and 755 controls were selected from among participants in the Tehran Lipid and Glucose Study. Dietary patterns were determined by factor analysis. APOC3 3238C>G rs5128 was genotyped by polymerase chain reaction and restriction fragment length polymorphism. Fat-sweet, healthy and Western dietary patterns (WDP) were extracted from the data. In the joint analysis, the associations of the WDP and APOC3 rs5128 with MetS risk tended to be dependent on APOC3 3238C>G gene variants (p for interaction = 0.009) in women. The MetS risk was increased in women with the CC genotype with increasing tertiles of WDP scores compared with women with the CG + GG genotype, whose MetS risk was decreased with increasing tertiles of WDP scores. In addition, we found that intakes of fast food, salty snacks and soft drinks showed significant interactions with the rs5128 genotypes in relation to MetS risk (p for interactions <0.05). The results obtained demonstrate a diet-gene interaction between APOC3 rs5128 polymorphism and the WDP in relation to MetS risk.